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GROWINGANDTRIMMINGLILACS- ByDr. JOM P. Rankin, in Elyria (Ohio)
, Chronicle-Telegram (reprint by permission) .

Lilacs start grewing early in the spring and the transplanted bush must
sense its contiguity with the garden soil before it can makeother than a
temporary and abortive effort to grew. One should not assure that a large
bush fran the nursery will give flewers sooner than perhaps a smaller, cheaper
size. The large bush maynever take root in the new location, or it may
suffer the loss of one or two of its larger shoots the first winter or sunmer.

PLANI'ING- An irrIt:crtant plant needs a large hole with the soil workedup
in the sinroer and al.Lcvedto settle until planting tiIre. The general area should
be moist, if possible, but with no standing water, and it should be mainly in
the sun.' The soil should be soft and mellow, with sane humus, but with enough
clay binder to keep the plant fran being pulled out by hand, whenonce set.
No trash nor coarse litter should be used, and the hole maybe as muchas three
feet wide and half that distance deep.

No fertilizer need be added at once, it might prove a handicap if water
should seep into the planting because of strong detergent action on the newroots
thrown out. The soil pHreading ... should stand about neutral or slightly on
the alkaline side, if possible, more so than in growing roses, which enjoy a
bit rrore acid. Bonemeal or small amountsof liIre, soaking into the soil later
on, are helpful. Also, later, old manure,not more than neutralizing the effect
of the bone meal or lime, maybe helpful. Bought fonnulas in multiples or
divisions of 4-8-4 are used quite satisfactorily -- that is, nitrcgen,
phosphorus and potassium in the ratios noted, along with 'trace elements' .
However,there is no hurry to fertilize the planting. Several months later will do.

I "
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_ The roots should be pruned only if broken, and then spread out in the re-dug
hole so that the hub or heart of the root system nay rest firmly upon a central
moundof soil. Thenwhenthe roots are all covered, one can tramp about the
plant stem causing it to sink in the ground so that the nursery ground level
mark on t..'leplant is even with the surrounding ground. In a feNweeks the root;
of the pl.ant,will sink slightly so that this soil markmaybe no deeper than
one inch below the level as planted. If the plant is too deep, it fails to get
proper physiolcgical balance between soil elements and oxygen.

A good tug with the hand will record whether the plant is well set and if
it has a long cane"or two, it should have received a stake along side, before
the nearby roots are covered. If a stake is driven downblindly, a precious
root maybe broken off. Tie any tall canes to this stake with soft material.
Before the hole is completely filled with soil, it maybe filled with water,
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which should drain away. Then the soft soil maybe slightly hilled up about
the stalks, but not so high as with roses, and if it is a dry spring, a slight
depression is left about the plant as a catch basin.

Also, sane straw or open litter maybe scattered lightly over the rround,
and, spring or fall, the main shoots maybe wrapped softly with porous cloth
to prevent thermal injury and drying. Straw maybe used in the fall after the
mice are under for the winter.

Naturally, if the plant has been well set, with few air pocket.s left in the
hole to cause root-drying in the hot weather, or Water-logging in dampweather,
the job is done and the plant will soon feel itself a fixture. Nowater need
be used in planting if the soil happens to be wet, but in that case, rrore than
usual care is exercised to obliterate all air pocketis, so that: the soil mayseem
almost;as it was before digging.

CCMMON ERRORS- Either the plant is set five or six inches too la.v; or
planted so gently that the whole area beccmesa veritable bath-tub filled with
soggymudor stagnant water in which the plant gradually drowns.

son. MOISTURE- Later on, if one is concerned with the correctness of
planting, the moisture content maybe told by the deeply inserted finger, or the
root maybe partly uncovered and even pried up if too deep and the plant then
shaded. It is no worse to lose a bush that way than by smothering or drowning.
To be sure, a plant needs air and water at the root, but it likes them
microscopically applied by the very action one provides whenhe digs and plants
properly.

MULCHING- In hot weather, after a spring planting a wide collar of loose
straw mayavoid the air ring where the planting soil separates from the surrounding
garden. There are times whena big top on a small root has. to be sacrificed or
shortened at once, to avoid top-heaviness in weight or physiology, smaller
plants doing better.

SPACING- Whenone is planting a group of bushes and has in mindwhat he
wants and what the contours and conditions of the plot call for, he mayset his
bushes even 12 or 15 feet apart for specimens or singly at a turn of a fence
or at a building edge or as accent plants. If a screen is desired, the plants
maybe closer than eight feet and if his interest, like ours, is in the variety
and habit of blcans, he mayplant as close as three feet, if there is not much
crowding at the rear. It is indeed difficult for one to think of even a small
space that could not hold a lilac bush, produc.inq sorre satisfactory type of
horticultural effect, accent-corner cover, long screening, picket fence
adornment, or dooryard delight. In fact, the Poets, Alfred Noyes, Robert Louis
Stevenson, AmyLowell, Violet Jacob, WilsonMacConaldand Walt M1itrnan,all
emphasizevarying aspects of the lilac, as it strikes the moodand sensitive
soul of each.

It would be wrong, after reading the above directions, to assure that the
writer has becone a perfect grower, or that his mistakes have been feN, or all
in the past. Amongroses and lilacs, alike, his garden is a catalogue of epic
and lesser blunders. But it. is a good place to learn what not to do and to see
howto grow things poorly, if not properly.

CARETHEFIFSTYEAROR'IW) - After planting it will take a bush several
years to get on its feet, so it should be set where it is supposed to remain.
At first the plant will showsane physiological "die-back" and the blossans will
not be perfect, but one can, meanwhile, shape the plant by thoughtful pruning,
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gJ.vl.l1git an open airy center, and making a bush where no sap is wasted in
poorly growing shoots.

If the plant has madegood growth the first surrmer, and it is a wet fall,
it should not be hilled up mich, if any, for next winter. In fact, wrappings
and a rroundof earth maybe taken off gradually the first surrrrer, to be
replaced if wilting results.

The straw is turned over to avoid dampnessbeyond a certain degree about
the stems as they emerge fran the ground, but the stake mayremain the first
or second winter.

NORvfALCARE- Onemayconsider the plant as active and heal thy and needing
normal care, which isn I t too muchin canparison with rose culture; a little
loosening of the soil, but not to hurt the shallow feeding roots, fertilizing
in the late winter, spring or SUl1U'l1er,but not in the fall, to avoid late, tender
growth; and not too mich nitrogen in the mixture tmless one desires the plant
to vegetate to a greater height or possible leafiness, for somewell considered
reason.. Not too muchacid peat mulch should be used unless neutralized with
lime in sane form.

VARIETALCHARACI'ERIsrICS- Sane varieties grow tall for you and not for me,
and vice versa, but here are sane observations and there could be more. '!he
old white single lilac is the tallest, but in the process of producing large
ani double white florets and heavy panicles, this height has been well sacrificed.
Also, while the "old white" is early, the hybridized whites maybe very late.
'!he old "lilac"-tinted forms are generally tall, though not like the "old white"
and their blossans range more toward the top of the bush, while hybridization
has brought these bloans almost to the ground. '!here are a few older dark
purple, hybridized varieties, like 'Charles X' and 'Charles Joly', which graw tall
but manyof the latter very dark sorts are timid growers. Somevarieties
always are bushy, throwing up manyshoots to self-srrother and be attacked by
pests, or to be judi.c.iously thinned out for future blossans. Sane send out many
snakers or root-shoots apart fran the heart of the plant, which one is delighted
to transplant, while other sorts stick to one or two trunks, which can little
be spared, but cherished and pamperedfor fear of disease or storm. '!hese old
trunks tend to twist in the samedirection in any locality, their trunks
suggesting the shag-bark hickory.

PRUNING- Sanetimes a definite variety will throw up several upright shoots
along the older branches if these bend over. If, in these cases, the very top
of the branch seems enfeebled and poorly bloaning, it maybe pruned down
sanewhat so that these "upstart" shoots mayreach the light. However, if a
bush is throwing up plenty of shoots each year, it is better not to top-prune
but rather to take out one or two old stalks to the ground each season, leaving
no heavy stocks or branches to die back and pick up ftmgus diseases. New
shoots will easily push up, but it should take fran five to ten years to renovate
a bush. '!here is no hurry.

NAMETAGS- After the planting season all bushes should be catalogued and
tagged, the tag being fastened on a praninent branch and madeout of zinc strip
which is doubly slashed almost through lengthwise; the outer ribbons being
gently coiled about the branch to allow for expansion, while the central ribbon
is markedwith acid. '!hese can be bought.
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SPENT BLCX:M REMJVAL - We are occasionally asked whether the seed pcx:1s
ought to be cut off after the bloaning season, and just where on the shoots
flowers can be cut for the house or as gifts, without causing a set-back
to the plant. In answering the second question first, because it is fresh
in mind, we reason as follows: Of course one wants the finest bloans possible
to enjoy in the house, or to give awayfran the garden. Well, if his
bushes are huge SPecimenshe can cut almost anywhere, but if his bush is
not too florabund and needs all the growth possible for its next blocming
season, either the next year or the following, according to year and variety,
he is greatly embarrassed, in offering a friend a bouquet, to have the visitor
point to a huge cluster high on the finest upright growingbranch. The fact
is that the gardener and the friend ought to be satisfied with sane lesser
blcx::rnsfran side shoots, unless the bush is bursting with bloan. If one takes
side-shoot blossoms, he should not take all, for the two stems that makenext
year's flowers are even then growing out lateral to the flCMerin question and
next year's blcx::rnor its absence is all wrappedup in those newend shoots.
All the neJNend shoots cut off on lateral branches of a plant rreans rrore sap
to the tall, upright branches whichwill soon carry the bloanS out of reach
on a leggy plant. To be sure, this reasoning applies more to those gorgeous
upper shoots with the huge bunches of bloan. Most of themmust be spared.
So lilac cutting whennecessary on a modest;scale becanes a very judicious
procedure.

Top shoots maybe pinched out to correct a plant. By the end of the
bloaning season, almost, the newend shoots, lateral to the fading blossans,
rapidly becone very stout. Then it is that the blossans, newuseless, should
be snipped off, except for an occasional one left for seed.

Manydouble sorts do not set seed, because, perhaps, of poor pollination,
so one maywatch all the green pcx:1sopen here or there before snipping off
those not desired. Most flower heads maybe cut off about one half inch above
the fork between the newshoots, being careful not to loosen or snap these off at
their bases.

Anoccasional variety or plant maynot makeearly lateral shoots close to
the flolM9r,but slowly maydevelop next year's shoots fran the basal section
of the flower tuft itself. Therefore, where no good lateral shoots appear
early, and there seemto be several small leaflets, low amongthe florets of
the bloan, hesitate to cut the faded bloan at its extreme base, but rather,
two inches distal, leaving a fEMgreen pcx:1sthat maybe snipped off later as
the case demands.

Of course, on an "off-year", as for instance with apple trees, a lilac
plant has few blossans, no trimning of pcx:1sis needed. It is only in
proportion to the profusion of seasonal bloans, that one snips seed pcx:1s.
The bush will be more sightly next spring whenthe flowers are out and by
comparisonof similar biological facts, it seems to manyobservers that a branch
or a plant with an intent on ripening seeds, cannot;be expected adequately to
prepare, simultaneously, for a return of the reprcduct.ive cycle, narrely the
setting of flower buds for the next year.

SUMv1ER PRUNThlG - While trirrming the seed pods in sumner, one can size up
the health of those old branches which have carried flowers for several years
and treat them as above noted. Donot waste the plant's vi tali ty by leaving
branches and twisted twigs on the plant until fall, whenit is evident early
in the surrrrerthat they should be cut off. Thus plant vigor can be early
directed to the growing and early ripening of fine newcane-shoots whichwill
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branch when mature at three or four years, if pruned at the very ends of their
green graving tips, producing many first class blcx:rns.

This "surrmer round-up" is not finished without an eye to the promising
nfM root-shoot at the periphery of the plant which shoot may be staked, and
after another year, when it is well-rooted, cut away to produce a new plant.

"I knew Dr. Rankin and had high regard for him. Hewas a man of many
talents. He was a capable gardener with deep interest in lilacs and roses.
He was an accomplished musician all in addition to his professional reputation
as a good surgeon and beloved doctor", says Mr. O.B. SchoepfleJ' Cbainnan of
the board of the Lorain County Printing and Publishing Company.

SIXTHCONVENTIONATAMHERST- The Lord Jeffery Inn will be convention headquarters
for our sixth annual membership meeting, May 20-22, 1977. Society rrerrdJers
planning to attend are advised to make reservations right away, since a
limited number of accommodations are available. The innkeeper assures the
Board of Directors that all ILS memberswho register will indeed be taken
care of at nearby motels.

For rc:x:mreservations please write as soon as possible to:-

MR.RAYMONDJ. KELLEHER,
MANAGER,
LORDJEFFERYruN,
AMHERST,MASS.01002.

and indicate in your letter that you are an Th~TIONAL LILACSCCIETYmember.

or

MR.ALBERT E. LUMLEY,
79 So. PLEASANI' STREET,
AMHERST,MASS.01002.
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ITEMSOFINTEREST'IODEI..ffiA'IESOFSIX'IHrts CONVENI'IONATAMHERST,MASS.

The I. L.S. will have at least one registration helper at the Inn, as well as
another at Lilac Land.

The time schedule will be follov.ed as closely as posaible , Free time
that occurs will be used at the discretion of President Eickhorst, or for
showing slides.

Wemust be pranpt on caning to meals on or before scheduled time.
Speakers are asked to honor the time schedules.

Everyone is urged to be present for the picture of the group.
9:00 a.m. outside, Saturday.

The bar will be our ownand drinks should be paid for promptly.

DonI t miss the AUCI'ION. Weare counting on this being a big success.

"Lilac Land" has about 1600plants of about 190 varieties that are fran
one to twenty years old. They are tagged 2 or 3 times. Rain will alter our
viewing programand notices regarding these Changeswill be posted at the Inn.

The registration charge of $25. will cover the President's Dinner on
Friday, the 60 passenger bus on Friday and two smaller buses Saturday afternoon
and evening, as well as incidentals. My balance will go to the Society.

Mr. Kelleher, manager of the Inn, and I believe that our acccmnodations
will be adequate. Fifty-four people have already sent in their reservations.
Weexpect, however, that several additional memberswill decide to cane.

The Lord Jeffery Inn will charge $17. for one person; twin bedded roan
for two persons will be $26. 'I'w::) double beds for two peopl.ewill be $28.
Twopeople sharing one double bed will be $25. Charges for meals are
moderate and the quality is excellent.

Lord Jeffery phone 1-413-253-2576 -- Mgr. RayKelleher.

The Saturday evening auction, to which the public will be invited, will
be fun, and we are hoping for great success and thus enrich the Society's coffers.we already have offers of over 500 lilacs for the auction and for gifts. we
can use more plants. Do sane thinking about what you can contribute.

All will be welcane to return to "Lilac Land" again on Sundayafternoon
for a rest, social interchange and libations.

e ,

Peter Pan Bus Lines service Amherst. Our airport is 40 miles awayat
Bradley Field, Connecticut - on arrival rent-a-car and take I-9l for Northampton
then Route 9 to Amherst. Alternate take bus for Springfield and transfer
there for Amherst.

Al Ltrrnley.

I



LILAC PROPAGATION AND DISTRIBUTION

The Propagation and Distribution Committee has as a goal the
dissemination of select rare or new lilac cultivars to all ILS members.
Not only will such a function provide plants of cultivars not available,
but also can provide additional financial stabil ity to expand the
research, publ ication, and educational activities of ILS. With member
participation, it is feasible to both provide select plants and produce
a source of revenue to be reinvested in the extension of current activ-
ities or to initiate additionallLS projects. The goal is not monetary-
orientated, but is a service t~embers which in turn will further the ILS
objectives.

Any cultivars or species included in this program must be very
select and wil I only be propagated from the original plant, if known, or
a true-to-name plant. The propagation wil I be done for ILS by several
professional nurserymen who will employ techniques that will produce an
"own root" plant.

In order to make superior plants of select cultivars available,
advance planning is necessary to locate a source of scions, enter into
an agreement with the nurserymen, secure scions, do the propagation,
grow the plants' for at least, one season, and make distribution to members.
If plants of larger sizes are preferred by ILS members, a minimum of 3
years wi 11 be required. In any case, this is a long term investment that
necessitates long range planning. As this is a new undertaking, the first
attempts will to a degree be trial -and-error. However, to minimize the
error and to give the committee some guidel ines, the feedback of the entire
membership is sol kited in the completion of the enclosed questionnaire.

From the initial budding undertaken in 1975, 362 plants have been
produced that will be ready for distribution in 1977. Since these include
37 species and cultivars, there are 1 imited numbers of each. Several ILS
Chapters have expressed interest in procuring plants for donation to publ ic
gardens or institutions for demonstration plantings. Possibly, since the
number of plants of each clone is relatively small, the first distribution
will be chiefly through Chapters. In 1976 an addition~l 736 plants have
been budded. Among these are several new items that are in very short
supply and will need be stock-increased to produce a larger quantity of
plants prior to any distribution. From this modest start the project can
be adapted to the ILS membership needs as reflected by the ~urvey response.
Since plants wi 11 only be available to ILS members, this is another tangible
benefit of the few dollars spent for ILS dues and an incentive to encourage
other Ii lac enthusiasts to become ILS members.

The following 1ist includes some of the best, old as well as new,
cultivars that have been recommended for propagation. An older variety
that is not readily available could we! 1 be a more noteworthy plant in a
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newly developed garden than a new novelty, and warrant equal considera-
tion with new introductions. Your response will materially assist in
the final determination of those to be propagated. This is a prel imi-
nary J ist, and it is not impl ied that all cultivars will be propagated.
Because of the many ramifications of the project, only a 1imited number
of cultivars can be efficiently and economically produced each season.
This magical number is yet to be determined. Hopefully, the sc~edule
for one season might evolve to be a new introduction and one or several
rare cultivars. Your committee will strive to maintain balance between
species, colors, novelties, new introductions, and best rare cu lt ivar s .

Potential Syringa Cultivars and Species
for Propagation by International Li lac Society

Cultivar

IAnne Ti ghe I'Bicentennial'
'Bountiful'
'Carley'
'Caroline Foley'
x chinensis f. bicolor
'Christophe Colombo'
'De Miribel'
Dr.W.Bugala (Dr.Chadwick)
'Dwight D. Eisenhower'
'Edith Braun'
'Edward J. Gardner'
'Etoile de Mai'
'Fenelon'
'General Sherman'
'Hosanna'
'James Stuart'
'Jane Day'
laciniata x pinnatifolia
'Lady Lindsay'
'Lewis Mattock'
'Little Miss Muffet'
'Lucie Baltet'
"Ma.i.d en t s Blush'
'Marechal Poch'
'Maud Not cu't t I

'iVIissCanada'
'Mood Indigo' .
'Mrs. W. E. Marshall'
pinetorum
~Professor E. H. Wilson'

Descr. Orig in

D VIISIll
S V
S I
S VI
S I
S IV
S II
S V
SIll
S VIII
D V
D VI
S V
S V
D IV
S VI
S VII

Yaeger, 1945Fenlcchia (New)
Clarke, 1949
Havemeyer
Rankin
Species
Lemoine, 1905
Lemoine. 1903
Karpow. 1962
Fenicchia, 1968 (New).Rankin
Gardner, pre-1950
Lemoine, 1905
Lemoine, 1937
Dunbar, 1917
Piala (New)
Havemeyer
Havemeyer
Species Hybrid
Havemeyer, 1943
Rankin
Fiala (New)
pre-18S8·
Skinner, 1966
Lemoine, 1924
Notcutt, 1956
Cumming, 1967
Clarke, 1946Havemeyer, 1924
Species
Havemeyer, 1943

S VI
S V
S V
S V
S V
S VI
S I
S V
S IIS VII
S If
D I

I



Cultivar
reflexa
rhodopea
'Rochester'
'Rosace'
'Sarah Sands'
'Sensation'
'Silver King'
'Souv. d'Alice Harding'
'Summer vvhite'
'Sunset'
'Superba'
'The Cheat'
tigerstedtii
'Triste Barbaro'
'True Blue'
'Violet Glory'
'Violetta'
'Zulu'

S - Single
D - Double

3
Descr. Origin
S V Species

Species
D r. Grant (New)
D IV Lemoine. 1932S VII Havemeyer, 1943S VII Nlaarse, 1938
S III Lemke
D IV Rankin
S I Lape (New)
D VI .Clarke, 1949S V Chenault, 1934

Species
S VII ?
S IT-'- Havemeyer_.1
S II Castle, 1969 (New)
D II Lemoine. 1916
S VII Havemeyer

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

lrihi te
Violet
Bluish
Lilac.
Pinkish
Magenta
Purple

I



LILAC PROPAGATION AND DISTRIBUTION COIviMITTEESURVEY

In order for the Committee to plan and project the demand for
plants. each member is requested to complete and return this
questionnaire to:

Dr. Donald R. Egolf
14600 Cambridge Drive
Upper Marlboro, Md. 20870

1. If lilac plants were available, I would purchase the culti-
vars checked from the International Lilac Society:

'Anne Tighe'
'Bicentennial'
'Bountiful'
'Carley'
'Caroline Foley'
x chinensis f. bicolor
'Christophe Colombo'
'De Miribel'
'Dr .VJ. Bugala' (Dr.Chadwick)
'Dwight D. Eisenhower'
"Ed i, th Br-aun.'
'Edward J. Gardner'
'Etoile de Mai'
'Fenelon'
'General Sherman'
'Hosanna'
'Lewis Mattock'
'James Stuart'
'Jane Day'
laciniata x pinnatifolia
'Lady Lindsay'
'Little Miss Muffet'
'Lucie Baltet'
'Maiden's Blush'

'Marechal Foch'
'Maud Notcutt'
'iVlissCanada'
'IvloodIndigo'
'Mrs. W. E. Marshall'
pinetorum
'Professor E. H. Wilson'
reflexa
rhodonea
'Rochester'
'Rosace'
'Sarah Sands'
'Sensation'
'Silver King'
'Souv. d'Alice Harding'
'Summer ~;jhite'.!.Sunset'
'Superba'
'The Cheat'
tigerstedtii
'Triste Barbaro'
'True Blue'
'Violet Glory'
'Violette'

'Zulu'

2. The following additional new or rare cultivars I recommend
for I1S propagation and distribution: (If known, please
indicate a true-to-name source of propagation material.)
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J. The 10 cultivars, in priori~j sequence, from the above list
that I would purchase first are:

61
2

.1
4
5

7
8

9
10

4. I would be interested in purchasing the following nurober of
cultivars per year~

1, 2-5, 5-10, more than 10

5. I would purchase plantsof each cultivarin the followingquantity:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, __ more than 5

6. I would prefer to purchase plants of the following size:
Under 12" 24" - 30"
12/t - 18"
18" - 24"

'30"------ - ~6"./

______ more than 36"
7. For a select rare cultivar that is not readily available from a

commercial nursery, I would pay the following prices for a plant:
Under 18" 2 - 1 feet
$3.50
4.50
5·50
6.50

$7.50
8.50
9.50

10.00

$3.50
5·50
7·50
9·50

$11.50
13·50
15.50
18.50

8. For a new cultivar int~oduceQ byI would pay the followlng prlce:
~'750 ""1 7 (0~ . ~- ''/

12.50 22.50

the International Lilac Society,
____ $27.50

32·50
_____ $37·50

50.00
9. Transportation of my ulants, which I pay in addition to cost ofplants, could most efficiently be by:

Parcel Post - Special Handling Air Freight
Distribution byILS Chapter localUnited Parcel Service

Greyhound Bus Line Other
10. Fame:

Address:
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